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One of the major applications of computer vision and image processing is face recog-
nition, where a computerized algorithm automatically identifies a person’s face from
a large image dataset or even from a live video. This thesis addresses facial recogni-
tion, a topic that has been widely studied due to its importance in many applications
in both civilian and military domains. The application of face recognition systems
has expanded from security purposes to social networking sites, managing fraud, and
improving user experience. Numerous algorithms have been designed to perform face
recognition with good accuracy. This problem is challenging due to the dynamic na-
ture of the human face and the different poses that it can take. Regardless of the
algorithm, facial recognition accuracy can be heavily affected by the presence of noise.
This thesis presents a comparison of traditional and deep learning face recognition
algorithms under the presence of noise. For this purpose, Gaussian and salt-and-
pepper noises are applied to the face images drawn from the ORL Dataset. The
image recognition is performed using each of the following eight algorithms: princi-
pal component analysis (PCA), two-dimensional PCA (2D-PCA), linear discriminant
analysis (LDA), independent component analysis (ICA), discrete cosine transform
(DCT), support vector machine (SVM), convolution neural network (CNN) and Alex
Net. The ORL dataset was used in the experiments to calculate the evaluation ac-
curacy for each of the investigated algorithms. Each algorithm is evaluated with two
experiments; in the first experiment only one image per person is used for training,
whereas in the second experiment, five images per person are used for training. The
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investigated traditional algorithms are implemented with MATLAB and the deep
learning algorithms approaches are implemented with Python. The results show that
the best performance was obtained using the DCT algorithm with 92% dominant
eigenvalues and 95.25 % accuracy, whereas for deep learning, the best performance
was using a CNN with accuracy of 97.95%, which makes it the best choice under noisy
conditions.
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Image processing utilizes a set of algorithms developed to process video footage for
numerous functions such as image and video compression, quality improvement, or
extraction of useful knowledge from the multimedia [1]. Footage can be processed
using either analoge or digital algorithms. Analog image methods are primarily used
for applications like processing hard copies (e.g., pictures and printouts) [2]. On the
other hand, digital image methods use mathematical models to process digital footage
and videos; so, it is usually implemented in exploitation portable computer algorithms
[2].
Facial recognition is one of the most important applications of digital image pro-
cessing. It is essential for verification and identification purposes in many law en-
forcement and commercial applications [3]. For example, a wanted suspect can be
automatically identified from surveillance video footage using a facial recognition sys-
tem from a dataset of suspect photos [4]. Some of the main applications of automatic
face recognition algorithms are as follows:
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1. Face recognition for security systems. Security is a big issue nowadays more
than ever before. For security purpose, face recognition is able to act as a “key”.
Safety system supported face recognition is often deployed in any place where a
high level of security is required (e.g., banks, airports, schools, offices and air-
ports). Security systems which support faces as a biometric are providing better
results than different biometric systems. Therefore, applying face recognition
capabilities to pc systems could greatly improve the overall security.
2. Face recognition (FR) for access control. To manage the access of individuals
to offices, buildings , laptop systems, airports, ocean ports, email accounts, and
ATM machines, the FR is often used. Therefore, to achieve a very high success
rate for such systems, the quantity of individuals is proscribing, and photos
taken for the image gallery are underneath controlled conditions that prohibit
user contribution. For instance, if the user leaves the system for a specified time,
a design covers the screen. As a result, this system will not check unendingly
who is employing a bound terminal. Thus, access of any unauthorized user
will be denied, whereas the system resumes from the previous session for the
licensed user once they return. Another example, when a person uses an ATM
machines rather than using an ATM card or pass code, the machine would take
an image of the user and then compare it with the one attached to the user’s
bank information to approve access.
3. Face recognition is pervasive computing systems as it refers to the increasing
drift of setting within the microprocessor of existent objects. It is a potential
field where FR will work in the future. Though several machines, like cars, have
such devices installed in them, most of them possess straightforward interfaces
with input on the part of the users. However, considering a bit of human
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awareness, the pervasive computing could enable devices (like cars) to identify
the character of the person near it.
Although humans can generally perform facial recognition with greater accuracy
than any computer, the human memory is less adept at memorizing a large dataset
of faces, which makes automatic facial recognition algorithms vital [5, 6]. Automatic
facial recognition requires several tasks such as detecting faces in a given image,
extracting facial features, and finally identifying the detected faces using the extracted
features. Over the past twenty years, great deal of research has been carried out to
develop advanced automatic facial recognition algorithms. Most of the existing facial
recognition algorithms fall into two groups: template-based and geometrical feature-
based methods. Template-based algorithms find the correlation between the sample
image and the ones in the dataset to find the nearest match [7]. In geometry based
methods, geometrical features are extracted from the images and, instead of finding
the face, it finds the images with the closest match in feature space.
Statistical tools such as support vector machines (SVM) [8–10], principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) [11–13], linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [14–16], kernel
techniques [13–16], and artificial neural networks [17, 18] have been widely proposed
and used for automatic facial recognition. These statistical tools can also be used as
hybrid approaches, for example, combination of PCA and radial basis function (RBF)
neural networks [19–21]. Generally, these algorithms map a vector representation of
each face image to a set of images in a dataset. The mapping function is usually a
discriminant function [22, 23] that will result in a positive identification based on a
predefined similarity measure.
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1.2 Main Challenges in Automatic Face Recogni-
tion Algorithms
The main challenges in popular automatic facial recognition algorithms are described
as follows:
1. Facial expression change: an automatic facial recognition algorithm must be
able to follow facial changes due to the subject’s emotional states [24, 25].
2. Illumination change: Facial images can be recorded under different illumination
levels and hence, automatic facial recognition algorithms must extract features
that are robust to illumination level [26–28].
3. Pose change: Automatic algorithms must be adaptive to the pose of the subject’s
head [29–31].
4. Scaling factor: The new image that is compared with the images in the data
set might have a different size or resolution, and hence an automatic algorithm
must adapt themselves to these kind of differences [32, 33].
5. Obstacles can be either physical obstacles that can occlude the face such as other
objects in the scene, or a subject’s personal obstacles such as glasses, beard or
mustache [34].
6. Noise: The most common problem in automatic face recognition algorithms [35].
Due to its Prevalence, as a part of this thesis, we have investigated its impact
on facial recognition algorithms.
Noise is one of the most common problem in image processing, and it can heavily
affect the performance of facial recognition algorithms, particularly statistical meth-
ods. Two common types of noises that are often found in face images are additive
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Gaussian noise and salt-and-pepper noise [36]. Gaussian noise is modeled as the sum
of the input signal and a Gaussian distributed noise, whereas the salt-and-pepper is
modelled as random occurrences of spikes in the input signal with random amplitudes
[37]. The level of noise in an image can be reduced by filtering methods. Since Gaus-
sian noise and salt-and-pepper noise affect images in different ways, they cannot be
minimized using the same filters. Gaussian noise is traditionally minimized using av-
eraging filters, while the effect of salt and pepper noise is minimized by median filters.
Both filters minimize the effect of noise in facial images; unfortunately, the averaging
filter can also suppress useful content in images that would affect the performance
of facial recognition algorithms. For example, the averaging filter blurs the images
which results in obscured edges and the resultant loss of important defining features.
Budiman et al. [38] mentioned that the existence of noise in images with varying
illumination has a lower effect on the recognition rate. Moreover, they found that the
effect of noise is more significant and can be easily handled in the recognition rate in
ORL dataset. Their experiments in the ORL dataset showed that some filters could
handle specific noise better than others. In the case of applying salt and pepper noise
to images, the median filter and gaussian filter give 90.35% and 85.80% recognition
rates, respectively. In the case of applying gaussian noise to images the median filter
and gaussian filter give 89.65% and 90.00% recognition rates, respectively. In case of
applying gaussian noise on images the median filter and gaussian filter give (89.65%)
and (90.00%) as a recognition rate, respectively.
1.3 Objective of thesis
This thesis aims to study the performance of face recognition algorithms under noise.
In order to achieve this objective, we study traditional algorithms and recent deep
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learning algorithms first. We develop a taxonomy for different methods from the
two categories (traditional and deep learning), and then we compare the performance
of these methods under the presence of common noise, namely: Gaussian and salt-
and- pepper. In our proposed taxonomy, face recognition algorithms are the thesis
objectives in detail:
1. Study and discus the existing different face recognition taxonomies. This point
has been done in the thesis in the literature chapter.
2. Detailed comparison for traditional algorithms and deep learning algorithms.
The comparison is based on the mathematical formulation for each algorithm,
the face matrix construction, noise effect, advantages and disadvantages for
each algorithm. This leads to a clear map for face recognition by traditional
algorithms and deep learning algorithms.
3. Detailed study and comparison for accuracy of traditional algorithms and deep
learning algorithms under noise presence. To achieve this point, each algorithm
is evaluated with two experiments where for the training in the first experiment
only one image per person is used and in the second experiment, five images per
person is used [18, 39]. The investigated traditional algorithms are implements
with MATLAB and the deep learning algorithms approaches are implemented
by python, The reason for that is python can be easily integrated with the
most recent deep learning frameworks such as TensorFlow. These frameworks
provide parallel programming in efficient way. The comparison of traditional
and deep learning face recognition algorithms under the presence of Gaussian
and salt-and-pepper noises are applied to the face images drawn from the ORL
Dataset
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1.4 Main Contributions of the Thesis
1.4.1 Taxonomy on Face Recognition
In this research, we developed a taxonomy for face recognition with categories of
Holistic and Hybrid approaches under traditional approaches and then subsequently
introduced different evaluation for deep learning approaches as follows:
1. Discrete cosine transform (DCT): Commonly used in image compression. In this
survey, we investigated its application for facial recognition problem [40, 41].
2. LDA: A dimensionality reduction technique that is commonly used in different
pattern recognition problems including face recognition [14–16, 42–45].
3. Support vector machine (SVM): Commonly used as a powerful machine learning
tool for classification purposes. SVMs can be either linear or kernel-based [8–
10, 46–48].
4. ICA: Used with applications dealing with multivariate statistical information.
5. PCA: Extracts main features from the data and like LDA, commonly used for
dimensionality reduction [11–13, 49–52].
6. 2D-PCA: A modified version of the PCA techniques [53–56].
7. CNN: A class of deep neural networks, generally applied to analyze visible im-
agery [19–21, 57].
8. AlexNet: An architectural design, composed of nine layers, which was com-
pleted by Alex Krishevsky. The design won an ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition award [58]. This research has been presented previously as [59].
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1.4.2 Effect of Noise on Face Recognition Algorithms
In this work, the influence of noise on statistical face recognition algorithms including
PCA, 2DPCA, LDA, ICA, and DCT, was investigated. For this purpose, we set
up two different, experiments in which Gaussian noise or salt and pepper noise was
added to the facial images. The results obtained from both experiments show that
the DCT-based algorithm provides the best accuracy of 95.25 %, compared to above
algorithms. In the case of using the strongest eigenvalue 92%, which has the most
dominate information about the object, this will give the maximum accuracy of this
work that has been submitted to “Voice and Vision Processing: New Approaches and
Applications’ Journal.
1.4.3 Compare Traditional Methods to Deep Learning Method
The comparison between traditional algorithms and deep learning algorithms leads
to clear understanding of the performance of each algorithm, and correct choice for
applying each algorithm in different cases and different noise variance. The compari-
son concluded that the accuracy of deep learning is higher than traditional algorithms
with accuracy tends to 99% with 1% error which is high accuracy results until this
time in face recognition. It will help the researchers generate points in how to use
and apply deep learning in face recognition in wide area.
1.5 Publications
• [P1] Ansam Almatarneh and Mohamed S. Shehata, “Facial Recognition Tech-
niques Comparison: Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Two-Dimensional
(2D-PCA), and discrete cosine transform (DCT)”, 26th Annual Newfoundland
Electrical and Computer Engineering Conference (NECEC 2017).
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• [P2] Ansam Almatarneh and Mohamed S. Shehata, “A Comparison of Facial
Recognition Techniques”, https://easychair.org/publications/preprint/XbLs, July
15, 2018.
• [P3] Ansam Almatarneh and Mohamed S. Shehata, “A Comparison of Facial
Recognition Techniques”, 27th Annual Newfoundland Electrical and Computer
Engineering Conference (NECEC 2018).
• [P4] Ansam Almatarneh, Mohamed S. Shehata, Mohamed H. Ahmad, “Evalu-
ating Statistical Face Recognition Methods Under Noise”, submitted to Voice
and Vision Processing: New Approaches and Applications Journal (2019).
1.6 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Section 2 presents literature review.
• Section 3 face recognition approaches used in the study.
• Section 4 result and discussion.





Face recognition systems have gained significance in recent years, as they can be ap-
plied to various fields that include entertainment, trading forensics, monitoring and
surveillance. In order to understand the levels of abstraction and landscape of face
recognition, taxonomies of face recognition help in providing a detailed analysis with
evaluating the current state – of -the- art- solutions. This chapter provides a compre-
hensive face recognition taxonomy enriched with different variables, which facilitate
introducing organized categories of solutions for face recognition. In addition, the
taxonomy shall help the researchers in developing further efficient solutions for face
recognition. Face recognitions play a significant role in our daily life. Unfortunately,
this causes dilemma with regard to the ethical and privacy issues relating to how
personal information captured from face recognition shall be used, stored and shared.
According to many definitions, " taxonomy is the practice and science of classifica-
tion of things or concepts, including the principles that underlie such classification"
[60]. The presented multi-level taxonomy includes levels of face structure, feature
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extraction and feature support. Systems of face recognition have been successfully
introduced universality in various fields with high acceptability [61, 62]. After face
recognition automatic system stands out more than four years ago, the face recogni-
tion field has incredible progress in research [63]. These researches contributed a large
number of face recognition problems in different applications. The research allows us
to classify, organize and abstract the face recognition algorithms which provide two
main advantages.
1. At the present time, it helps more easily analyze the solutions, while establish-
ing a relationship between them, when and provides a deeper knowledge and
conception of the full landscape.
2. It provides best guidance for research directions regarding items such as the
face recognition solutions. Therefore, those items will not be isolated, but items
will be taxonomical network, strengths and weaknesses from their taxonomy
parents and peers and features of inheriting. In addition, it organizes a com-
prehensive overview of current face recognition solutions. This is not an easy
task, as it covers the many variables of face recognition solutions that have
been developed in recent years. Various taxonomies of face recognition have
been introduced [64–75], in order to understand the structure and abstraction
level of face recognition solutions. This chapter proposes a multi-level taxon-
omy which is more comprehensive and focus on face recognition. The following
presented multilevel taxonomy is concerned with four main levels: face struc-
ture, the feature extraction approach, feature support and the sub approach of
feature extraction. Many different approaches are already available to perform
this comparison. However, the basic steps remain the same. The following steps
explain a general automate face recognition model [76].
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1. Acquire: The face is captured throughout this step.
2. Detect: The facial area is detached from the background through face detection.
3. Align: In a case where of the face is not totally vertically captured by the
camera, it shall need to be aligned
4. Extract: Faces templates as well as a face print shall be developed through the
facial features which are unique and differentiate between the individual and
other individuals.
5. Match: Matching face prints and face templates in database to generate score.
6. Report: The generated scores make the final matches.
Fig. 2.1: steps of Face Recognition process [70]
2.2 Surveys Published on Automatic Facial Recog-
nition Algorithms
Due to the importance of facial recognition, several surveys have been published on
them. In a survey published of Anil and Suresh [77], several face expression recog-
nition algorithms were reviewed such as Patched Geodesic Texture Transform [78],
Bag of Words [79], Local Directional Number Pattern [80], Curve-let Feature Extrac-
tion [81], Gradient Feature Matching [82], and Regional Registration [83], FARO [84]
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Furthermore, in this survey, several techniques to recognize facial expressions such as
happiness, sadness, fear, surprise, anger, and disgust were presented .
In another survey published by Azeem et al. [85], the effect of partial occlusion
on the performance of face recognition algorithms were studied. These algorithms
mostly employ techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) [42], local non-
negative matrix Factorization (LNMF) [86], non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
[87], independent component analysis (ICA) [42], [88, 89], linear discriminate analysis
(LDA) [42, 90], and other variations of these methods. Furthermore, in [3] details
about the experiments, the datasets used, and the results produced after performing
a diverse set of analysis were presented.
Zhou et al. [91] also published a survey on the current state-of-the-art face de-
tectors and their performance on benchmark dataset FDDB [92]. They investigated
the performance of face detection methods such as Haar-like AdaBoost cascade [93]
and HoG-SVM [94] as representatives of traditional methods, and faster R-CNN [95]
and S3FD [96] as deep learning methods on the setting of low-quality images. They
investigated the performance degradation of these algorithms when either the contrast
level or the blur noise is changed. They showed that hand-crafted and deeply learned
features are extremely sensitive and hence, unsuitable for low-quality images. Their
results helped other researchers develop facial recognition algorithms that are more
practical than previous algorithms.
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2.3 Examples of Existing Face Recognition Tax-
onomies
2.3.1 Example one: Multilevel Face Recognition Taxonomy
[3].
The taxonomy presented in [3] is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 this taxonomy contains four
different levels, which are illustrated below.
Fig. 2.2: Proposed multi-level face recognition taxonomy [3].
1. Face structure
This level illustrates how the recognition solution interacts with face structure,
regarding three classes:
• Global representation which focuses on the face as a whole unit (see Fig.
2.3.a).
• Component structure representation depending on the different elements
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of the face for example, the eyes, mouth, nose as well as their relationship
(see Fig. 2.3.b).
• Component representation, deals with the selection of specific facial com-
ponent separately without linking it with the other components (see Fig.
2.3.c).
Fig. 2.3: Face structure level: (a) global; (b) component +structure; and (c) compo-
nent representation face structures [44].
2. Feature support
This level is concerned with the locational (spatial) support which is considered
for the feature extraction. It can be local or universal. According to Global
feature support which is implies that the area of all selected facial structure
is considered support region for feature extraction, According to full face (Fig.
2.4.a) or a full face component (Fig. 2.4.b). On the other side, the region
of support that of the feature extraction has been viewed as small unit from
the whole face or the (Fig. 2.4.c) or a face component by the local feature
support. In addition, the local regions of support have multiple elements such a
topological standard, overlapping and the size, which simply refers to dividing
the face or the components with squares.
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Fig. 2.4: Feature support level: Universal feature support with (a) global and (b)
component face structures; Local feature support with (c) global and (d) component
face structures. The square blocks in (c) and (d) represent the local (spatial) support
significant for feature extraction [44].
3. Feature extraction approach
This level is concerned with the special feature extraction approach which may
be identified as follows [75]
• Appearance based - Statistical transformations from intense data were used
to derive the features.
• Model based -The geometrical elements of the face were used in order to
obtain the features.
• learning based- Features were derived using the learning relationship and
modeling from the inputted data.
• hand-crafted based- Elementary preselected characteristics derived the fea-
tures.
4. Feature extraction sub-approach
The final level within the taxonomy [3] is subordinate to the previous, in order
to identify the exact group of techniques that are used by the selected approach
of feature extraction Fig. 2.5. However, appearance-based Face Recognition
solutions record and map the input data into a lower dimensional space; thus,
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retaining the most relevant and useful information. Generally, to consider the
face variations, such as occlusions along with scale, pose, and expression changes,
these solutions are sensitive as they do not reflect any specific knowledge about
the structure of the face.
Fig. 2.5: Representative set of four levels of the proposed taxonomy and publication
date of Taxonomy face recognition solutions [44].
(a) Feature extraction solutions that are based on appearance are divided as
follows:
• Linear solutions, like Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [49] and
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [50], perform a typical linear
analysis to reach a space with lower dimension in order to exclude the
representative features.
• Non-linear solutions, such as kernel PCA [51], use the structure that
is non-linear in order to achieve a non- linear mapping.
• Multi-linear, such as generalized PCA [52], works on extracting data
from high dimensional data yet preserves its original structure. Con-
sequently, it provides more concentrated representation as compared
to the linear solutions.
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(b) Model based solutions generate features that are built on the geometric
elements of the face, however, they have less sensitivity to the facial varia-
tions as they are concerned with the structural data from the face. They,
therefore, need accuracy in defining the localization of landmarks before
the feature extraction.
The division of Model based feature extraction solutions is presented as
follows:
• Graph based solutions, such as Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM)
[97], represent facial feature in the form of a graph as the local informa-
tion of the facial landmarks is stored in nodes. The matching between
these nodes can extract information.
• Shape based solutions, such as the 3D Morphable Model (3DMM)
[98] use landmarks in order to identify facial components. The model
controls landmarks while adopting the functions of shape similarity to
achieve matching.
(c) Learning based: solutions identify features by identifying the relationship
and then modeling them from the inputted data. Compared to different
facial variations could emerge within these solutions. Which is mainly
depend on the given data, however, they can be more flexible than solutions
that depend on the other approaches of face extraction. This is because
they need to tune, train and initialize the hyper parameter.
Recently, solutions with deep learning bases are strongly encouraged for
tasks of face recognition. For instance, deep neural networks dominated
innovative model of face recognition with, Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) being the most significant example.
Solutions of face recognition that are learning based are divided into five
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technique families which include:
• Deep neural networks, such as the VGG-Face descriptor [99], helps in
handling the input data with high abstraction level and deep processing
layers. This helps in extraction features from this input data.
• Dictionary learning solutions, such as Kernel Extended Dictionary
(KED) [100], based on linear arranged factors helps in feature extrac-
tion from input data.
• Decision tree solutions, for instance the Decision Pyramid (DP) [101],
features are represented as a consequence to a group of decisions
• Regression solutions, such as Logistic Regression (LR) [102], identify
the links between the different factors through adopting the measured
error and compare it with prediction model
• Bayesian solutions, like Bayesian Patch Representation (BPR) [103],
apply the theorem of Bayes in order to extract the features. A proba-
bilistic measure of similarity is then used.
(d) Hand-crafted based solutions conducted features by extracting elements.
Generally, these solutions are not very sensitive to face variations, such
as pose, occlusion, illumination aging, and expression changes. They can
meditate multiple scales, frequency bands, and orientations.
The division of hand- craft based feature extraction solutions is presented
as follows:
• Shape-based: use local shape descriptors to define feature vectors, for
example Local Shape Map (LSM) [104].
• Texture-based: explore structure of local spatial neighborhoods, for
example Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [105].
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• Frequency-based: explore the local structure from frequency domain,
for example Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [106]
2.3.2 Example Two: Face Recognition: Status Quo [44]
The work in [64] presented a taxonomy for face recognition solutions and their rep-
resentative, which are organized and sorted depending on the applied face extraction
approach and its subordinate approach while identifying the date when they were
applied.




Table 2.1: Classification of a selection of representative face recognition solutions
based on the proposed taxonomy. Abbreviations used in this table are defined in the
footnote1 [44].
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2.3.3 Example three: Taxonomy of Deep Face Recognition
[95]
In 2014 research focus has developed to deep-learning approaches on the face recogni-
tion performance, such as CNN architectures, include Alex Net [58], VGG-Face [107],
Squeeze Net [108], Google Net [109]. Fig. 2.6 illustrate the Taxonomy added to deep
learning approach; the pipeline explains the flow of deep learning [110].
Fig. 2.6: Hierarchical Architecture and Taxonomy of Deep Face Recognition [92].
Finally, taxonomies with multilevel analysis is more beneficial for a comprehensive
organization and identification the face recognition solutions. Consequently, multi-
level taxonomies have been regarded as considering the two levels of abstraction that
organizes face recognition solutions spicily dependency and matching features, which
are equal to feature extraction [3].
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Chapter 3
Face Recognition Approaches Used
in the Study
3.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, we presented various examples of current existing taxonomies. In this
chapter we present a suggested taxonomy as shown in Fig. 3.1. This chapter is
concerned with investigating the main three groups which are: holistic (linear and
nonlinear), hybrid, and deep learning-based approach. In addition, these categories
as well as the algorithms that are associated with them shall be introduced.
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Fig. 3.1: Categories of the face recognition algorithms studied in the thesis.
3.2 Traditional Approach
Despite the great advances that have occurred in the face recognition as various algo-
rithms have been applied, there remain some challenges that needs to be addressed.
These include facial expressions, illumination, face rotation and face occlusion.
Certain visual descriptors are being adapted to solve these challenges. One texture
descriptor which has been used is Local Binary Pattern. (LBP) [111]. This is a
method that depends on pixel-based texture extraction [112]. With the development
of local feature descriptors in other computer vision applications [113], the popularity
of feature-based methods will be increased face recognition. As it can be seen in Fig.
3.2, histograms of LBP descriptors were taken out from local regions and then forming
a global feature vector [114, 115].
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Fig. 3.2: LBP-based face description [101].
3.2.1 Holistic Approach
In the holistic approach a linear transformation is applied to the face images to con-
vert it into smaller dimensions. This kind of transformations has some significant
drawbacks. The main drawback of linear holistic approaches is that they do not pre-
serve distinctive features. Eigenfaces, Fisher faces, and support vector machines are
important examples of holistic approaches [116]. Fig. 3.3 illustrate the comparison
of PCA (which is the most common technique in face recognition) and other face
recognition techniques based on holistic approaches. Some of the main linear holistic
approaches are represented in Fig. 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3: Face recognition algorithms [102]
Holistic example: In 1991 Turk and Pentland used eigenfaces to achieve the first
manifestations of machine recognition of faces [117]. A two-dimensional recognition
problem was addressed in their approach. Different stages of the eigenfaces based
recognition system were highlighted within the flowchart presented in Fig. 3.4.
• Inserting the images set into a database is considered as the first stage; this
training set has a significant role as they shall be used in comparing the images
and in creating the eigenfaces.
• The second stage represents creating the eigenfaces. They are developed by ex-
tracting the characteristic features of the face and normalizing the input images
in order to line up face elements such as mouth and eyes. Then, these images
are resized to the same dimensions. There is a mathematical tool (PCA) which
is able to extract the eigenfaces from the image data.
• Every image shall be presented separately as the center point of weight, when
the eigenfaces are developed.
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• System indication by accepting the queries of entering or rejection.
• A comparison is made between the weight of the incoming unknown images and
the weight of the other images that are existing on the system. In the case of the
weight of the input images was greater it has to be considered as unidentified.
When the system finds the images, that have a close weight to those images
in the database, the identification of the images is complete. The image input
in the database which has a very close weight shall be kept as a “hit” of the
system’s user [117].
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Fig. 3.4: Flow chart of the eigenface-based algorithm [103]
3.2.1.1 Linear Holistic Approaches
In these approaches, a linear transformation is applied to the face images to convert
it to smaller dimensions. This kind of transformations has some drawbacks. The
main drawback of linear holistic approaches is that they do not preserve distinctive
features. Some of the main linear holistic approaches are discussed below.
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3.2.1.1.1 Principle Components Analysis (PCA)
Principle Components Analysis (PCA) is a powerful statistical method and one of
the most popular algorithms used in image processing for decreasing the number of
values in images while keeping unique values needed to identify faces and is useful in
reducing large datasets of images [118]. Before exploring the details of PCA method,
it is important to mention some important mathematical definitions.
This analysis is derived from the transformation of Karhunen ¬Loeve [119, 120].
A representation of s- dimensional vector is given within training image set, PCA
aims to develop a subordinate space of a t-dimension whose vectors are matching the
highest direction of variance in the original space image. The new subordinate space
has usually a lower dimension (t«s). The PCA fundamental vectors are identified as
eigenvectors of the squander matrix in case of the elements of the image are valued
as random variables [120].
In probability theory and statistics, variance measures how far a set of numbers are
spread out from their mean. In the word, variance gives us a measure representing
whether a set of numbers are similar or different [118]. In probability theory and
statistics, covariance is a measure representing how two variables are correlated with
each other. If the covariance is positive, the greater values of one variable mainly
correspond with the greater values of the other variable and vice versa [118].
The basic step in PCA depends on the transformation of Karhumen ¬Loeve [119].
The image could be viewed as an example on a stochastic process, if the elements of
the image were considered as random variables. The PCA basis vectors are indicated




(Xi − µ)(Xi − µ)T (3.1)
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Where µ is the mean of all images in the training set (the mean face) and Xi is
the ith image with it is columns concatenated in vector.
PCA Training Steps:
1. Normalize the face vector:






Subtract an average face vector from each face vector (each face image)
Φi = Γi −Ψ (3.3)
2. Reduce the dimensionally of training set.
To calculate eigenvectors, we need calculate covariance matrix C
C = AAT , whereA = [Φ1,Φ2, ...Φi] (3.4)
then
C = N2XN2 (3.5)
Matrix AAT is very large. Must be dimensionally reduction, the solution is
C = ATA (3.6)
then
C = MXM (3.7)
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3. Calculate eigenvectors Vi from covariance matrix C
ATAVi = µiVi (3.8)
where eigenvectors Vi
eigenvalue µi
“ATA have M eigenvectors
4. Select K best Eigen face, such that K < M and can represent whole training set
select K Eigen face must be in original dimensionally.
5. convert lower dimensionally K eigenvectors to original face dimensionally
ViXA (3.9)
6. represent each face image a linear combination of all K eigenvectors.
3.2.1.1.2 2DPCA (two-dimensional PCA) algorithm
As we look at the PCA technique, we can see that it is very useful in the field
of image recognition and it contains many linear discrimination methods, but there
are some weaken points in the traditional PCA. A new PCA was developed to get
better performance than the traditional one. Increasing data scatter is not enough
to discriminate between clusters, so we present approaches based on new PCA that
consider data labeling and enhances the performance of recognition systems. These
approaches were proved experimentally and were better than traditional PCA and
almost the same complexity. In face recognition, the 2DPCA has been used in large
areas, but it has high sensitivity to outliers, , so a novel robust 2DPCA with F-norm
minimization (F-2DPCA) is proposed to avoid the problem of usual 2DPCA. In face
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recognition applications, two-dimensional principal component analysis (2DPCA) has
been widely applied [121]. 2DPCA is different from PCA, as it takes a 2D matrix
rather than simply one vector. From the 2D image matrices, the image covariance
matrix is constructed. This makes the image covariance matrix size much smaller.
2DPCA evaluates the matrix mare accurately and efficiently than PCA [122].
The F-2DPCA is robust and rotational invariant, because distance is measured in
F-norm while summation over various data points used 1-norm [53].
As shown Fig. 3.5 when the number of training data increases the accuracy in-
creases accordingly.
Fig. 3.5: Accuracy of Recognition based on Number of training sample [114]
We describe the steps of 2DPCA algorithm in Fig. 3.6 where the flow chart starts
with Face Acquisition and it goes through multiple processing, finally it ends with the
output face image.
PCA, LDA, LPP, NPE are the most common methods in face recognition, ex-
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Fig. 3.6: 2DPCA Algorithm Flow chart [115]
tracting the most expressive features is done by PCA while LDA is able to extract
discriminating features. LPP and NPE are quite different from PCA and LDA as
they keep on the geometric structure of data.
Tensor (matrix) methods or 2D subspaces learning methods were created. The
two-dimensional subspace learning methods extract features from image matrix di-
rectly and consider the variation among rows and columns which is unlike previ-
ously mentioned methods. The 2DPCA and 2DLDA are contained in the represen-
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tative two-dimensional methods. Although the 2DPCA and 2DLDA motivations of
two-dimensional methods, they can be unified during the embedding framework also
squared F-norm is used to measure the similarity between images. It is known that
squared F-norm is not robust in the existence of outliers as the outlying measurements
can skew the solution from desired solution [54–56].
The 1-norm subspace-based approach has the ability to obtain robust projection
vectors and it became essential in dimensionality reduction. For example, the use of
L1-PCA was proposed by [123] to measure reconstruction error. In contrast to the
basic property of Euclidean space with 2-norm, the 1-norm is not rotational invariant
[124].
In 2006, Ding et al. proposed the 1-norm rotational invariant for feature extraction
and invented R1-PCA based on the content of learning algorithms [125], that can
measure similarity between data by R1-norm which is 2,1-norm of a matrix. The 1-
norm was extended to p-norm and p-norm was proposed by [125] based on subspace
learning methods [125, 126] to analyze the robustness of subspace learning techniques.
The aforementioned methods cannot well exploit the spatial structure information of
data [93], although they are robust to outliers, they need to change the image form
from 2-D to vector by concatenating all rows of image. To avoid this problem, in 2010,
PCA-L1 was extended to 2DPCAL1 with greedy algorithm [127]. Sparse constraint in
2DPCA-L1 was imposed by [128] and he presented 2DPCAL1-S. 1-norm based tensor
subspace learning was invented [129]. In 2015, 2DPCA-L1with non-greedy algorithm
was developed by [130].
However, all these approaches were developed, yet none were rotational invari-
ant, so they are not adequate for the fundamental goal of PCA because they cannot
measure the error of reconstruction.
To overcome this, robust 2DPCA with F-norm minimization named F-2DPCA
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for extracting features was used. In this approach, distance as attribute dimension is
measured in F-norm while 1-norm is used for summation over different data points [11].
F-2DPCA is solved by non-greedy iterative algorithm which has a closed form solution
in each single iteration. The neighborhood information during the transformation of
the image into a single vector is not preserved in the Eigenface algorithm that is based
on one-dimensional PCA.
To control such a problem, 2DPCA algorithm based on 2-D images was developed
by [131], that calculates covariance matrix directly. Because the number of 2DPCA
algorithm training samples and its computational complexity is drastically less than
one-dimensional PCA [121], its covariance matrix size is less than one-dimensional
PCA.
2DPCA Training Steps:
In the original 2DPCA method [132], there is only one transformation matrix
computed from one image covariance (scatter) matrix and the dimension of the matrix
can only be reduced from one side. In the complete 2DPCA, let X denote an n-
dimensional unitary column vector. m× n random matrix onto X:
Y = AX (3.10)
variance of each image, is appended to form an array represented by A. get an m-
dimensional projected vector Y which is called the projected feature vector of image
J(s) = tr(Sx) (3.11)
S denotes the covariance matrix of the projected feature vectors of the training sam-
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ples and tr(Sx) denotes the trace of Sx
Sx = E(Y − EY )(Y − EY )T (3.12)
In summary, 2DPCA algorithm can be described as follows:
1. Computing feature space: N images are sampled by the training image where
each image is decomposed from m rows and n columns pixels, then the mean
(average) of training set and covariance matrix of all images are calculated.
2. Recognition: training image vector for every image is extracted from projected
feature subspace and similarity measurement among two images is shown by the
difference between their projection.
3.2.1.1.3 Independent Component Analysis (ICA) Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) is mostly the same as PCA, except in the distribution of the compo-
nents. In PCA the distribution is designed to be Gaussian, but in ICA it is designed
to be non-Gaussian. ICA depends on minimization of higher order and second order
in the input data (Matrix dimensions), trying to find the basis along the data [133]
For face recognition task, there are two architecture that are provided by [50] of
ICA.
• Architecture I statistically independent basis images,
• Architecture II factorial code representation.
ICA is the general model from which PCA is extracted. With respect to ICA, for
both linear transformation and linear combination, ICA identifies the independent
variables. Because ICA works on higher order statistics, it can provide better data
representation than PCA [134].
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ICA searches for directions where noticeable concentrations of data are watched
when the source models are sparse in face detection. So, the ICA can be regarded as
a type of cluster analysis when using sparse sources of face recognition [135].
Algorithm: Face determination and Recognition Using Independent
Component Analysis (ICA)[134]
As shown in Fig. 3.7
• Input a video stream (stream of frames).
• Get all frames from the input video sequence and regard the first video frame
as key frame.
• In the key frame, apply the suitable searching algorithm on the face region using
basic face features as mouth and eyes for face determination.
• Then apply the ICA and by combining independent pixels in linear combinations
for definite face recognition.
• Draw the rectangular box for the detected face in the frame.
• Repeat the Step from 3 to 5 till the end of the input video sequence, which
results in the detection and recognition of human face in the video sequence
frame.
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Fig. 3.7: Block Diagram for the Proposed Face Recognition Method [134]
ICA is used when dealing with multivariate statistical information that is used in
finding covered factors or parts for multidimensional statistical information. For the
case of face images having face orientations in different illumination conditions, we
use ICA as face recognition system.
Performance presented by ICA is better than existing techniques mentioned in
this literature. ICA components are formed from both statistically autonomous and
non-Gaussian [50] which is the main advantage of ICA among other techniques. The
ICA is related to blind source separation problem in the work of Hyvärinen et al.
The use of the ICA for face recognition with massive rotation angles was proposed
by [136] under different illumination conditions. A novel subspace technique was re-
ported by Baek et al. for face recognition named consecutive row column independent
component analysis [137]. Transferring this image into a vector before manipulating
the independent elements is the first step that is carried out for every face image.
There was another technique that was developed by [138] in which both the inno-
vative component analysis model and the optical correlation technique are combined.
In the ICA approach, a collection of random variables is expressed as linear combi-
nations of statistically independent supply variables [139] using linear transformation
that is why ICA attracts attention in linear transformation. The high-order moments
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of the input are separated by ICA from the second-order moments used in PCA. We
get almost same performance for both approaches.
In Fig. 3.8, it shows ICA factorial code representation. Fast fixed-point algorithm
on which obtained basis vectors are based for that code [140].
Fig. 3.8: Sample images reconstructed using ICA algorithm (derived from the ORL
face database [132]).
3.2.1.1.4 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
LDA is a technique based on linear projection from space of image to low dimensional
space by maximizing the between class scatter and minimizing the within-class scatter,
it achieved great success when applied in face recognition [43].
In LDA, objective evaluation of the significance of visual information in different
features of the face is allowed for recognition. Also, LDA brings us a small set of
features that contain the important information for classification. The LDA approach
overcomes the PCA limitation using the linear discriminant standard.
LDA maximizes the ratio between projected samples between-class scatter matrix
determinant to the projected samples within-class scatter matrix determinant. The
same class images are put together, and the different classes images are separated by
Linear discriminant [45].
The projected test image is compared to each projected training in order to identify
an input test image. This test image is then classified as the closest training image.
Fisher’s criterion is the backbone of this technique in finding a projection A, which is
done by increasing the ratio between-class scatter with respect to within-class scatter
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(SB and SW, respectively). The original well separated information area will be
linearly transformed into a low-dimensional feature space, and it is provided by LDA.
It must be mentioned that the SW matrix will be singular in face recognition; thus,
traditional LDA can not be applied here because the small sample size obstacle [43–
45]. Generally, LDA is used in reducing dimensionality. There will be many problems
that will stand against traditional LDA in case of dealing with an image with very
high-dimensional data.
For example, if we consider the case in which the face image of size 64*64, it implies
a feature space of 64*64=4096 dimensions; thus, the scatter matrices become of the
size of 4096*4096=16M. Eigenvalues determination is the biggest difficulty as they
are represented in very big matrices. The other challenge is related to the number of
training images that needs to be at least 16M [43],[45].
Face space is constructed by both ICA and PCA without using the face class
(category) information as the whole face training data is taken as a whole. The main
target of LDA is to get an effective method to propose the face vector space. However,
the identification and exploiting the class information is useful in this case. The most
helpful method to discriminate between classes, LDA will be the choice to find the
vectors. All samples of all classes between SW and SB are identified, maximizing
det(SB)/det(SW) ratio is the LDA main target. This is achieved when the projection
matrix column vectors are the eigenvectors of (SW × SB) [43–45], shown Fig. 3.9.
Fig. 3.9: First seven LDA basis vectors shown as p*p images (derived from the ORL
face database [132]).
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) Methodology as shown steps on Fig. 3.10:
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1. A training set consisting of relatively large group of subjects with diverse facial
characteristics is needed. Several examples of face images for each subject in
the training set should be included in the data base which represent different
frontal views of subjects with minor variations in view angle also the test set
should include at least one example.
Assume M is the total number of images, and is equal to K ×N
2. We start by the 2-D intensity array I(x, y) for each image and sub image, then
vector expansion is formed φR(k × n) which points to the face initial repre-
sentation. So, in feature space, all faces are considered as high dimensional
vectors.
Represent the Nx ×Ny. matrices in the form of Ti = Nx ×Ny × 1 vectors.
3. We set a work environment for performing a cluster separation analysis in the
feature space by defining details of the same person’s face as being in one class
and other subject faces being in another different class for all subjects existed in
the training set. We compute the within-class and between-class scatter matrices
after labelling all instances in the training set and defining al the presented
classes.
The testing phase of the Linear Discriminant Analysis is as shown as in Fig.
3.10.
• Subtract the mean of the entire set of images to each face, and then find
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors:




Fig. 3.10: Test phase of the LDA approach [139].
The covariance matrix:
C = AAT , whereA = [Φ1,Φ2, ...Φi] (3.14)
• To obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C, the eigenvectors of the
alternative matrix AAT , are obtained, and the eigenvectors of C are given
by ui = A ∗ Vi.
• Each face in the training set (minus the mean) can be represented as a linear
combination of the eigenvectors, with the weights given by Wi = ui × Φi
Each normalized image is then represented as a collection of these weights
W = [Wi...WK ] (3.15)
Once the images are represented in face space by the weights obtained, the
method of linear discriminant can be applied to maximize the ratio of the
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(Xk − µi)(Xk − µi)T (3.17)
This ratio can be optimized by using:
SB ×Wi = SW × λ×Wi (3.18)
This ratio can be optimized by using:
SB ×Wi = SW × λ×Wi (3.19)
3.2.1.2 Non-linear Holistic Approaches
The linear holistic algorithms fail to provide a good performance when the input data
does not have a linear structure. Therefore, non-linear or kernel-based approaches
were proposed by researchers to solve this problem. Kernels convert a non-linear
classification problem into a linear problem with higher dimensions. The most face
non-linear classification algorithm is support vector machines (SVM) that typically
uses polynomial kernel or radial basis function (RBF) for classification of non-linear
approach.
3.2.1.2.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM) When given points set related to
two classes, the hyper plane is found by Support Vector Machine (SVM) which is used
for separating biggest possible fraction of points on the same side and maximizing
distance between either class and hyper plane.
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Generally, support vector machine (SVM) deals with problems of two-class clas-
sifications. It belongs to the classifiers of maximum margin type, shown in Fig. 3.11
and 3.12. These classifiers separate two classes by performing pattern recognition
between two classes by finding a decision surface that has maximum distance to the
closest points in the training set which are termed support vectors [46].
Fig. 3.11: type of eight classes of binary tree structure [140]
Fig. 3.12: face images Binary tree [140]
Feature extraction from face images is done first by PCA while discrimination
between each pair of images is then done by means of SVM. Classification task can be
achieved by various means. The case of SVM is different from other methods as it is a
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machine learning approach in which the classifier is trained well for dealing with face
recognition problems. The SVM takes out the related discriminatory information from
the training data. In SVM, the condition for applying it is that the missing entries
should not be there in the samples defined by feature vectors. It applies to find the
classification hyperplane. We must put into consideration that SVM is presented to
deal with two-class predicament and Face Recognition is not two-class problem, it is
Multi-class problem [48].
Usage of SVM in face recognition comes after extracting facial features, also SVM
can be used individually or with other techniques. As the case of hybrid method in
which ICA extracts facial features and SVM accomplished recognition issue. Using
this technique, we will obtain good results but both ICA and SVM methods are slow
in classification and selecting features. Integrating binary tree recognition approach
with SVM can crack Multi-class FR matter.
Selecting the training sample points with bigger values directly manages Fast
Least Squares SVM quickly locates the optimization classification hyperplanes for
tackling FR [47]. There are different methods, such as 2DPCA, PCA, LDA or angular
LDA, can be considered for feature extraction, most importantly, SVM is used for
classification.
Approaches based on SVM such as global approaches and component-based ap-
proach are effective approaches for face recognition. Least Square Support Vector
Machine (LS-SVM) is considered as one of different methods that can manage face
recognition task successfully with the advantage of fast computational speed with
good recognition rate [47]. Also, component based SVM classifier is regarded as SVM
type used in face recognition.
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3.2.2 Hybrid Approach
The basic idea behind the hybrid approach is how human eye perceives both local
feature and whole face, there are modular eigenfaces, hybrid local feature, shape
normalized, component-based methods in hybrid approach.
The image taken in 3-D are used in hybrid methods as hybrid FR systems apply
a mixture between holistic and feature extraction methods. The 3D Images manage
the system to detect curves of the eyes and chin and the shape of forehead and many
other details. This is due to the fact that the system used depth and an axis of
measurement which provides adequate information to construct the full face [142].
Detection, Position, Measurement, Representation and Matching are proceeded in
the 3-D system [143].
Detection- catching a face either by scanning photograph or capturing image for the
face at real time.
Position- determining the location, size and angle of the head.
Measurement- each curve in the face is given a measurement to make a template
with high focus on the nose angle, inside the eye and outside the eye.
Representation- transforming the template into a code.
Matching - operation of comparing the received data with those presented in the
data base. In the case of the 3-D images that are compared with the existing 3-D
existing images, there must be no changes. Typically, however, photos that are put
in 2D, and in that case, the 3D image need a few alterations, and this is one of the
hugest challenges in these days [143].
Holistic and feature-based methods are mixed when using hybrid methods, before
the large spread of deep learning, the hybrid methods were the base of most state-
of-the-art face recognition systems. Some hybrid methods are used to combine two
different approaches without occurring any interaction in between. The most common
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hybrid technique is accomplished by extracting local features (e.g. LBP and projecting
them onto a lower-dimensional and discriminative subspace (e.g. using PCA or LDA).
Different hybrid methods based on Gabor wavelet features combined with different
subspaces methods are proposed [144, 145, 13]. In these methods, the output of Gabor
kernel is convolved with the image and concatenated to form the feature vector. The
feature vector is then down sampled to reduce the dimensionality.
The enhanced linear discriminant model proposed in [146] is used for processing
feature vector [144]. For down sampling the feature vector, PCA followed by ICA
were applied in [145]. Classification whether two images relate to the same subject is
done using the probabilistic reasoning model in [146]. In [13], for encoding high-order
statistics, kernel PCA with polynomial kernels was applied to the feature vector, as
shown Fig. 3.13 [147].
Fig. 3.13: Typical hybrid face representation [145].
3.2.2.1 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
Discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used widely in image processing in general and
face recognition specifically due to high energy compacting [40]. DCT compresses
information of signal in the form of coefficients. As shown in Fig. 3.14.a, DCT is
applied on entire face image shown in Fig. 3.14 a, b and c which gives a low- and high-
frequency coefficients feature matrix of same dimensions. Then, some low frequency
DCT coefficients are selected as a feature vector from each image to construct a feature
space [40].
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Fig. 3.14: (a) A face image from ORL database, (b) its DCT transformed image, and
(c) Top-left (low frequency) rectangle carries maximum information [150]
Face recognition system using the DCT was discussed in a study by [41] including
both geometrical and illumination normalization techniques. This study assumes that
this technique will show high performance for the system better than other approaches
also it claims high recognition rates, and the received results will be compared to
results obtained by holistic approach called Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT).
Using 49 coefficients in the feature vector, the recognition rate was 84.58%, it
is discovered that the best threshold reached for distance measure between features
would agree the standard of the performance of the system and would give a chance
to be 100% true positives (faces correctly accepted as known) and 0% false positives
(faces incorrectly accepted as known) [41].
The following steps outline the mathematical form of the DCT.
1. Assuming a face image can be considered as a matrix f(x, y) of dimensions
M ×N
2. Then its DCT transform f(u, v) with dimensionsM×N which can be calculated
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by :












u = 0, 1, 2, ...,M (3.21)
v = 0, 1, 2, ..., N (3.22)




2 , w < 0
1, otherwise
(3.23)
Here, x and y are coordinates in special domain while u and v are the frequency
coordinates in transformed domain. The first coefficient F (1, 1) is named as DC
(Direct Current) while the remaining coefficients are AC (Alternate Current).
The DC coefficient depends on the average image brightness while the AC co-
efficients indicate the amplitude corresponding to the frequency components of
f(x, y) [11].
3.3 Deep Learning Methods
3.3.1 Deep Learning-Based Approaches
In the last few years, deep learning had achieved a very bright success in many areas,
also the machine learning field has a very fast growth rate and is applied to many
traditional and new domains. Based on different classifications of learning, includ-
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ing supervised, semi-supervised, and un-supervised learning, various approaches have
been presented. Therefore, a brief survey will be presented in this thesis providing
progress occurred in the field of DL taking Deep Neural Network (DNN) as a start.
Deep learning which is based on deep multi-layer neural network can deal with high
dimensional data, when DL is trained on large amount of data, it can effectively detect
large variances of faces, so the most difficult part transformed to capture groups of tiny
faces with variance. Deep learning methods are categorized into three classes, these
three classes are cascade CNN, faster R-CNN [148] and SSD [149] based algorithms.
Some new approaches like generic object detection like YOLO [150], RSA [151], and
UnitBox [152] were developed which are face detectors method with potential base.
Addressing the high computational cost and high variances of face detection was
the reason for proposing cascade CNN [57], the cascaded structure is chosen to remove
simple negative samples at first ages. Joint Cascade CNN [153] and MTCNN [154]
almost have the same work except that they make the detection better by applying
other facial tasks.
For removing samples in various layers within a single CNN, Zhang et al. developed
an ICC-CNN [155]. The fast computation is the best gain of all these approaches,
but also these methods require multi-scale proposals using of discrete image pyramid.
finding crowded, tiny and blurry faces still possess a problem to these approaches.
A scale-invariant detector is applied by algorithms based on Faster R-CNN [148],
[156], [157] or RFCN [158], [159] by extracting features from ROI method of pooling
maps in the higher layer and deploying detectors on top of that.
In faster R-CNN, both the background and the objects will be projected to the
same pixel position in the high-level feature map (this called overlapping) of respective
fields so determining small targets is not the easy task. CMS-RCNN [160] and Deep-IR
[161] integrated features from lower-level convolutional layers to train the detector.
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Different visual cues used by larger and smaller faces result in utilizing low level
features.
Faster R-CNN based techniques made a great success, but still suffer from slow
computation [162]. Scale-variant detectors on different layers are trained by Algo-
rithms based on SSD [149] to take the best of the multi-scale feature maps like in
SSH [163]. But the SSD is not useful in determining small compact targets. Improv-
ing the matching strategy and anchor densities or assigning layers with specific scale
ranges have proposed S3FD [164], Face Boxes [165], Scale face [166], and HR-ER [167]
to address the anchor mismatching problem and increase the recall rate of tiny faces,
the state-of-the-art recall in FDDB [92] dataset is accomplished by S3FD.In the last
few decades, a small part of artificial intelligence called machine learning has involved
in many several areas. Estimating the model parameters is the main component of
learning procedures so that the learned model can accomplish a specific task. For
example, the parameters are the weight matrices (wi,s) in artificial neural network
(ANN).In DL structure, there are many layers between input and output layer which
permit non-linear processing units for information to present with its hierarchical
architectures which is used in feature learning and pattern categorization [168].
Representations of data on which learning methods are based can also be called
representative learning [168]. It was emphasized in the last literatures that deep
learning based on representative learning imposes features or concept hierarchy, where
the low-level concepts define high level ones and the high-level concepts define the low-
level ones. DL is regarded in some articles as a global technique and can solve almost
all problems types in several domains. In other words, DL is not task specific [168].
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3.3.2 Convolution Neural Networks (CNN)
Convolution neural network (CNN) has been proposed to train single-hidden layer feed
forward neural networks. A CNN tends to provide good generalization performance at
extremely fast learning speed. AlexNet [58] is a famous architecture of CNN that has
60 million parameters and 500000 neurons. AlexNet was originally trained to classify
the images from 1000 different classes, but it can be re-trained for other applications
using transfer learning mechanism. Transfer learning means training a pre-trained
deep neural network for a different application only by modifying the last layer of
the pre-trained network. This mechanism reduces the required training time as the
parameters of the pre-trained networks have already been learned using millions of
images.
There are two different techniques for Local Response Normalization (LRN) [169]
application:
• First, the LRN is applied on the feature map or on single channel, where N×N
patch are chosen from the same feature map and based one the neighborhood
values, the patch is normalized.
• Second, LRN is applied across the feature maps or channels (neighborhood along
the third dimension but a single location or pixel). There are 3 convolution layers
and 2 fully connected layers in AlexNet.
Computation of the total number of parameters for AlexNet is allowed when pro-
cessing the ImageNet dataset, it can be computed for the first layer as follows: input
samples are 224×224×3, filters (kernels or masks) or a receptive field that has a size
11, the stride is 4, and the output of the first convolution layer is 55×55×96. Accord-
ing to the equations in section 3.1.4, we can calculate that this first layer has 290400
(55× 55× 96) neurons and 364 (11× 11× 3 = 363 + 1bias) weights. The parameters
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for the first convolution layer are 290400 × 364 = 105705600. The total number of
weights and MACs for the whole network are 61M and 724M respectively.
In general, CNN model consists of six layers in the following order: convolution
layer, max pool layer, convolution layer, max pool layer, fully connected layer and
fully connected layer. AlexNet is deeper than CNN in layer construction, as shown in
Fig. 3.15 and table 3.1. It consists of nine layers as following: convolution layer, max
pool layer, convolution layer, max pool, convolution, convolution, convolution, max
pool and fully connected layer.
Fig. 3.15: Architecture of Alex Net [154]
The Backward Propagation vs. Convolution Neural Network (CNN) comparison:
Algorithms Faster Simpler Less complexity code Multilayer
Backward Propagation of Errors X
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) X X X
Table 3.1: Backward Propagation vs. Convolution neural network (CNN)
CNN Methodology:
CNN method is based on a single layer feed forward neural network (SLFNN) as
shown in Fig. 3.16 [170].
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Fig. 3.16: Single layer feed forward neural network [155]
Suppose that there are N samples (xi, ti) ∈ RnXRm, with L hidden nodes and




βg(wi × xj + bi), j = 1, 2, ...N (3.24)
The previous equation could be rewritten in the following form:
T = βH (3.25)
Where, the input-weights matrix W, the bias of hidden layer is b, and the output-
weights are β,
m: the number of hidden neurons
n: the length of input vector (number of features) = number of input neurons
l: the length of output vector = number of output neurons
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H is the output matrix of hidden layer and defined as:

g(W1.X1 + b1) . . . g(W1.XN + b1)
... . . . ...
g(WM .X1 + bM) . . . g(WM .XN + bM)
 (3.26)
CNN could be summarized as follow:
• Randomly assign the input weights matrix WM×N and the bias matrix bmxl.
• Calculate the output matrix H of the hidden layer by 3.26
• Calculate the ouput weight matrix from the following equation:
β = THT (HHT )−1 (3.27)
3.3.3 Face Recognition with CNN
The most popular type of face recognition in deep learning is convolutional neural
networks (CNNs). Deep learning techniques accept training with large amounts of
data for face representation task and this is robust to the training dataset changes.
CNNs can learn specialized features from training instead of designing them.
Training with very huge data sets that contain enough variations to generalize to
unseen samples is the basic disadvantage of deep learning methods. To train CNN
models, large dataset containing face images have been released in the public field [168]
- [171]. In addition to learning discriminative features, CNN used metric learning ap-
proaches for dimensionality reduction. CNNs do not need to be mixed with other
techniques, they are regarded as end-to-end trainable systems. One of the different
approaches that are used in training CNN models consists of treating the problem as
a classification one, where every subject is regarded as a class.
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After training, subject’s recognition by the model that are not existed in the data
set is accomplished by using the features of the previous layer as the face represen-
tation [172] and discarding the classification layer. These features are referred as
bottleneck features in deep learning. The other techniques, that follows the first
training stage, such as using joint Bayesian [168] or fine-tuning the CNN model with
a different loss function [173, 22, 174–176])can be used for training the model for
enhancing the bottleneck features for the target application.
The most common approach in learning face representation is learning bottleneck
features that is optimizing a distance metric between pairs of faces or triplets of
faces. There was an early method that was proposed in 1997 for face detection, FR,
and eye localization, which is based on a probabilistic decision based neural network
(PDBNN)[177] that was proposed in 1997 for face detection, eye localization and face
recognition, so the idea behind face recognition in neural network is not new.
PDBNN was classified into one fully connected subnet per training subject for
reduction of number of invisible units and overfitting avoiding. Two PBDNNs were
trained using intensity and edge features respectively and the final classification deci-
sion is given from their mixed outputs. There was another early method consisting of
a mixture of a self organising map (SOM) [178] and a convolutional neural network.
A self-organizing map is a sort of neural network that has unsupervised training in
which projection of input data is done onto a lower dimensional space that keeps the
topological properties of the input space. For the two early methods, the proposed
neural network architectures were shallow because none of them was trained end-
to-end. An end-to-end face recognition CNN proposed this method used a siamese
architecture trained with a contrastive loss function [179]. A metric learning proce-
dure is implemented by the contrastive loss whose target is minimizing the distance
between pairs of feature vectors corresponding to the same subject and maximizing
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the distance between pairs of feature vectors corresponding to different subjects. The
CNN architecture used in this method was shallow and trained using small datasets.
Ground-breaking results were not achieved by any of the methods mentioned above
because of small used training datasets and the low capacity of networks [58].
Once these methods were trained by huge datasets and scaled up, the first deep
learning method for face recognition was developed which is Facebook’s DeepFace
[172] , one of the first CNN-based approaches for face recognition using high capacity
models, achieving an accuracy of 97.35% on the LFW benchmark and minimizing the
error of the previous state-of-the-art by 27%. Two novel contributions were made in
facebook deep face [180, 181]
• build 3-D face modeling on which an essential facial alignment system
• locally connected layers contained in a CNN architecture that will learn various
features from each image region.
Similar results were obtained by the DeepID system [168] using training 60 different
CNNs on patches in which ten regions were comprised. 160 bottleneck features were
extracted during testing from each patch and it is flipped horizontally counterpart
to form a 19,200-dimensional feature vector (160 × 2 × 60). Similar to [172], lo-
cally connected layers are used in the presented CNN architecture. Training a joint
Bayesian classifier [182] on the 19,200- dimensional feature vectors extracted by the
CNNs, gives the verification result. Dataset containing 202,599 face images of 10,177
celebrities [168] is used for system training, show table 3.2.
The accuracy of CNN-based methods for face recognition is affected by three
elements: training data, CNN architecture, and loss function.
Overfitting is prevented by using large datasets which is known in deep learning
applications. As the number of samples per class increases, the trained CNN for
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Table 3.2: Public large-scale face datasets [193]
classification becomes more definite.
Extracting features generalizing to subjects not existing in the training set is the
most interesting thing about face recognition. The model is exposed to more inter-
class variations via containing large number of subjects in datasets used for face
recognition In [183], the effect of subject number contained in a data set in face
recognition is studied.
According to this effect, the datasets are ordered according to number of images
per subject in a decreasing order, then the CNN model is trained using different
datasets in a gradual manner by increasing subject number. When the first 10,000
subjects with the most images were used for training, best accuracy was obtained. As
number of subject increases, accuracy decreases. A recent advance in the research in
face recognition is the choice of loss function for training CNN based methods. Even
though CNNs trained with SoftMax loss have been very successful [168, 173], it has
been argued that use of loss function for CNN training does not generalize well to
subjects not existed in training set. This is due to the SoftMax loss is encouraged to
learn features that increase inter-class differences but does not minimize intra-class
fluctuations.
There are many network architectures that are common in computer vision such
as such as fast region-based CNN [183] and Xception [184]. Recurrent Convolution
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Neural Network (RCNN) [185] model was invented in 2015 using recurrent convolution
layers. The mixture of two most popular architectures in the Inception network and
Recurrent Convolutional Network results in the improved version which is named
Inception Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks (IRCNN) [186], that has better
accuracy than RCNN and almost same network parameters. In 2016, for segmentation
tasks, fully convolutional network (FCN) was developed and it is now popular. There
are recent CNN models containing ladder networks, deeply supervised network and
deep network with stochastic depth [13, 146, 187].
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Chapter 4
Comparison of Face Recognition
Approaches Under Noise
4.1 Introduction
Computer vision algorithms tackle a number of complex problems in face recognition,
especially noisy imagery. Although the problem definition may be simple, it is chal-
lenging to apply facial recognition systems to noisy images and get accurate results,
because facial recognition accuracy can be heavily affected by the presence of noise.
In this chapter, a comparison of traditional and deep learning face recognition algo-
rithms under the presence of noise are presented and discussed in details in context
of facial recognition. The comparison was performed using each of the following eight
algorithms: principal component analysis (PCA), two-dimensional PCA (2D-PCA),
linear discriminant analysis (LDA), independent component analysis (ICA), discrete
cosine transform (DCT), support vector machine (SVM), convolution neural network
(CNN) and AlexNet. Each algorithm is discussed in details. This chapter summarises




In this work, the experiment was done using ORL dataset. The database was used
for evaluation and comparison of different algorithms [188]. The ORL dataset is a
popular face recognition dataset that contains a set of face images for 40 persons taken
between April 1992 and April 1994 at Olivetti Research Lab Cambridge University
Engineering Department. It is composed of 400 images (10 poses per person) of size
112 × 92 with 256 grey levels per pixel. Fig. 4.1 shows some sample images from this
dataset. The database images were taken at different positions with different facial
expressions and features (smiling, open eye, closed eye, glasses on and off, etc.), with
varied lighting at different times of day. All images were taken with the same dark
homogenous background. Since the eight algorithms generally require the same scale
of the images and angle of view, ORL database was culled to be suitable for each
algorithm. All images inside the database are the same scale and the same view to be
easy in comparison. The database files are in standard PGM format. The traditional
algorithms have been implemented using Matlab and database format is PGM. For
AlexNet, algorithms have been implemented in Python and the database format is
PMP.
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Fig. 4.1: ORL Database [201].
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4.3 Implementation
In this thesis, implementation and testing were performed using Matlab-2016a running
on a desktop with core I5 CPU, 3.20 GHz processor and 8 GB Memory for traditional
approach. We implemented Deep learning using python in TensorFlow and tested on
a PC with a Xeon E5 2.20 GHz CPU and a Titan XP GPU.
4.4 Experiments
This work consists of two experiments. Each experiment consists of two phases, a
training phase to train the classifier in the face recognition method being investigated,
and then a testing phase to test the method’s performance on new face images. The
training phase uses images directly from the ORL dataset without any added noise,
whereas in the testing phase we consider both the cases with no noise added and with
synthesized noise added. Fig. 4.2 shows the two phases used in the experiments.
1. First experiment: Only one image per person used for the training. Thus, the
total number of images used in the training phase is 40 images. During the
testing phase of this experiment, we check three different use-cases for the test
images:
• A test image (different from the training images) is used with no added
noise.
• Gaussian noise is synthesized into the test images and the resulting noisy
images are used for testing.
• Salt-and-pepper noise is added to the test images, similar to the method
for adding Gaussian noise.
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2. Second experiment: In the second experiment, five images per person are used
for training. Thus, the total number of images in the training phase is 200
images. During the testing, three different use-cases are checked:
• A test image (different from the training images) is used with no added
noise.
• The Gaussian noise is synthesized into to the test images and the result
noisy images are used for testing. The salt and pepper noise is added to
the test images similar to the Gaussian noise.
We added salt and pepper noise with 10 % each. We also add Gaussian noise with
a mean of 0, and sigma2 of 20, Figure 4.3 a, b and c shown three different use cases
from ORL dataset [189–195].
Fig. 4.2: Training and Testing framework.
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Phase Description
Image acquisition Retrieving an image from ORL database
Pre-processing Preprocessing images commonly involves removingbackground noise, scale, dimensioning if needed
Feature extraction In this step, analyze specific facial features.
Classification Recognize the face.
Table 4.1: Phase Explanation
Fig. 4.3: (a) Sample of original image from ORL dataset, (b) Image with Gaussian
noise, and (c) image with salt and pepper noise.
4.5 Evaluation Metrics
Accuracy metric for evaluation was used. Accuracy is defined as the number of pre-




Where A is the accuracy, K is the number of images in the dataset, and CL is the
number of correct labels.
4.6 Noise
Traditional and deep learning methods are some of the earliest and most established
in the area of face recognition. The general idea is to map a vector representation of
each face image to a set of images in a dataset. The mapping function is usually a
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discriminant function [37, 38, 5, 6, 36] that will result in a positive identification based
on a similarity measure. However, noise can heavily affect the performance of face
recognition methods. Two common noises often found in facial images are Gaussian
(additive noise) which is shown in Fig. 4.4.a, and salt-and-pepper (impulsive noise)
which is shown in Fig. 4.4.b. Gaussian noise is modelled as the sum of the input
signal and Gaussian distribution, whereas salt-and-pepper is modelled as random
occurrences of spikes in the input signal with random amplitudes.




Six traditional algorithms were evaluated for eigenvalues 0 through to 99. Tables 4.2,
4.3, and 4.4 shows the results of the two experiments for the six traditional algorithms
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outlined previously, using eigenvalues of 80%, 82% and 92%. These values were chosen
because they resulted in the most accuracy in the three different cases:
1. No noise
2. Adding Gaussian Noise
3. Adding Salt and Pepper Noise.
As shown in Table 4.4, the best results were achieved at eigenvalue of 92 for tra-
ditional approaches. Table 4.2 represents the experiment results at dominant eigen-
values of 80%. All the reported data below comes from an accuracy study conducted
in Matlab and python.
Table 4.2: For dominant eigenvalues of 80%.







Adding Gaussian Noise - Salt and Pepper Noise
PCA with Gaussian 63.25 76.00
Salt and pepper 57.50 71.25
2DPCA with Gaussian 72.00 91.00
Salt and pepper 68.75 87.50
DCT with Gaussian 77.50 92.00
Salt and pepper 70.75 91.25
LDA with Gaussian 50.25 37.00
Salt and pepper 31.00 27.50
ICA with Gaussian 37.75 25.75
Salt and pepper 36.00 21.00
SVM with Gaussian 67.50 74.00
Salt and pepper 66.00 71.50
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The accuracy of six algorithms was calculated at dominant eigenvalues of 82% as
shown in table 4.3 in the three cases. The accuracy was presented for experiment I
and II which can be used for comparison.
Table 4.3: For dominant eigenvalues of 82%.







Adding Gaussian Noise - Salt and Pepper Noise
PCA with Gaussian 64.00 77.00
Salt and pepper 57.00 71.00
2DPCA with Gaussian 73.00 92.00
Salt and pepper 68.25 87.25
DCT with Gaussian 76.00 92.00
Salt and pepper 71.75 92.25
LDA with Gaussian 52.00 65.75
Salt and pepper 32.50 38.75
ICA with Gaussian 33.50 28.00
Salt and pepper 32.50 28.00
SVM with Gaussian 69.50 73.00
Salt and pepper 68.00 71.00
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Table 4.4: For dominant eigenvalues of 92%.






Adding Gaussian Noise - Salt and Pepper Noise
PCA with Gaussian 60.00 79.50
Salt and pepper 58.00 73.75
2DPCA with Gaussian 70.75 94.00
Salt and pepper 69.75 89.75
DCT with Gaussian 72.25 95.25
Salt and pepper 70.25 95.00
LDA with Gaussian 55.75 80.50
Salt and pepper 42.00 55.00
ICA with Gaussian 50.75 47.00
Salt and pepper 51.00 46.25
SVM with Gaussian 73.00 88.00
Salt and pepper 71.00 86.50
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4.7.2 Deep learning
Table 4.5 represent the accuracy compassion in experiment I and II for CNN (No noise,
adding Gaussian noise and adding salt-and-pepper noise) and the accuracy results for
AlexNet (No noise, adding Gaussian noise as well as salt-and-pepper noise).
Table 4.5: Accuracy of CNN vs AlexNet in different cases
Algorithm Accuracy of Experiment I Accuracy of Experiment II
CNN(without Noise) 59 99.50
Gaussian 55.49 97.95
Salt and pepper 45.50 95.25
AlexNet (without Noise) 57.49 96.99
Gaussian 57.00 95.99
Salt and pepper 45.99 95.00
Fig. 4.5 illustrates the effect of eigenvalues changing on the accuracy of PCA,
2DPCA, DCT, LDA, ICA and SVM algorithms during experiment one with no noise
adding. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the comparison of six algorithms were represented as
well for experiment one but in case of adding Gaussian noise. Fig. 4.7 illustrates the
test results of experiment one for eigenvalues vs accuracy for traditional six algorithms.
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Fig. 4.5: Eigenvalues vs Accuracy for traditional six algorithms in experimental one
with no noise.
Fig. 4.6: Eigenvalues vs Accuracy for traditional six algorithms in experimental one
with adding Gaussian noise.
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Fig. 4.7: Eigenvalues vs Accuracy for traditional six algorithms in experimental one
with adding salt and pepper noise.
Fig. 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 illustrate the effect of changing eigenvalues on the accuracy
of PCA, 2DPCAD, DCT, LDA, ICA and SVM algorithms during experiment two in
different three cases (with no noise, Gaussian and salt-and-pepper)
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Fig. 4.8: Eigenvalues vs Accuracy for traditional six algorithms in experimental two
with no noise.
Fig. 4.9: Eigenvalues vs Accuracy for traditional six algorithms in experimental two
with adding Gaussian.
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Fig. 4.10: Eigenvalues vs Accuracy for traditional six algorithms in experimental two
with adding salt and pepper.
The accuracy of deep learning and AlexNet were represented in Figures 4.11,
4.12 and 4.13. Figure 4.11 illustrates the accuracy comparison of deep learning and
AlexNet in experiment one and two in case of no noise. Figure 4.12 illustrates the
accuracy comparison in case of adding Gaussian noise and Figure 4.13 illustrates the
accuracy comparison in case of adding Salt and pepper noise. Figure 4.14 illustrates
the best results of accuracy for deep learning approach, AlexNet and DCT comparison
under noise.
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Fig. 4.11: Deep learning approach vs AlexNet in experiment one and two in case of
no noise.
Fig. 4.12: Deep learning approach and AlexNet comparison in experiment one and
two in case of adding Gaussian noise.
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Fig. 4.13: Deep learning approach and AlexNet comparison in experiment one and
two in case of adding salt and pepper noise.
Fig. 4.14: Best results of deep learning approach, AlexNet and DCT comparison
under noise.
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4.8 Conclusion and Discussion
This last section summarizes the conclusions about face recognition techniques and the
effect of noise on the performance of different techniques. This chapter discussed the
technical aspects of using traditional and deep learning algorithms face recognition
under noise. Each of the eight algorithms had been discussed in details, with the
mathematical form for each algorithm represented as well. Machine learning (neural
networks) was discussed in terms of the number of layers, input layers, hidden layers
and output layer. The ORL database used for experimental data was explained as
well. Face recognition was carried out in two experiments. Each experiment was
implemented for three cases: no noise, added Gaussian noise, and added salt-and-
pepper noise. The performance of each algorithm was measured by the accuracy of
the algorithm. The accuracy of traditional algorithms was obtained and represented
previously in Tables 4.2 – 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 – Fig. 4.10 with dominant eigenvalues of
80%, 82% and 92%. The accuracy of deep learning approach CNN and AlexNet were
carried out in two experiments (experiment one and two), again with three cases in
each: no noise, added Gaussian noise, and added salt-and-pepper noise. The results
of these algorithms illustrated in table 4.4 and Fig. 4.8 – Fig. 4.10. In case of no
noise, it was noticed that DCT is the higher accuracy value with 92.25 % and ICA
is the lowest one with accuracy 41.25. Also, 2DPCA is higher than PCA but with
small change in accuracy with ratio tends to 10%. And the same eigenvalue but
adding Gaussian Noise - Salt and Pepper Noise. It was noticed that the accuracy
of all algorithms in case of Gaussian noise is higher than Salt and pepper noise. In
case of noise with dominant eigenvalues of 80%, the accuracy of DCT is the highest
accuracy with 92% and ICA is the lowest. But in experiment two the value of 2DPCA
is higher than PCA with a 15%. And In case of adding Gaussian Noise and Salt-and-
Pepper Noise, it was noticed that the accuracy of all algorithms in case of Gaussian
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noise is higher than Salt and pepper noise. Comparing experiment I accuracy results
with experiment II accuracy results in traditional algorithms in case of no noise, it was
noticed that the accuracy of experiment II for all algorithms is higher than experiment
I except ICA. And the same value of eigenvalues but Adding Gaussian Noise - Salt and
Pepper Noise, it was noticed that the accuracy in experiment two was also higher than
accuracy in experiment one except ICA and LDA around 10% to 13%, it was less than
experiment one with 3%. It comes an acceptable value for LDA and normal because
LDA mainly reduce dimensionality of the face. Related with the face recognitions
traditional algorithms the following facts worth to notice at dominant eigenvalues of
82% in experiment one. In case of no noise, accuracy of DCT is the highest accuracy
compared to five algorithms with accuracy 77 %. it was noticed that when changing
the Eigen values from 80% to 82%, the accuracy of DCT changed from 92.25% to
77%. Like the previous accuracy values at 80%, ICA is the lowest accuracy with
value 39%, in case of adding Gaussian noise the best Accuracy of DCT is 76% which
is the highest accuracy compared with another traditional algorithm. And case of
adding salt and pepper noise also, DCT the highest value of 71.75 % and ICA is the
lowest value with 32.50%. In case of no noise with dominant eigenvalues of 82%, the
accuracy of DCT is 92.75 % and ICA 28% which is the lowest accuracy compared to
the rest of traditional algorithms, in case of adding Gaussian noise, the accuracy of
DCT and 2DPCA are the same accuracy with 92%. And in case of adding salt and
pepper noise, the accuracy of DCT is 92% which is best value. Related with the face
recognitions traditional algorithms the following facts worth to notice at dominant
eigenvalues of 92% in experiment one: In case of no noise, DCT is the highest value
of 75.25% and ICA is the lowest accuracy results with 54.75. When adding Gaussian
noise, the SVM best accuracy decrease to 73% and DCT 70.25 % in case of salt-and-
pepper noise. On experimental two all cases of notice at dominant eigenvalues of 92%,
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the DCT recorded accuracy around 95.25 which is the highest accuracy of noises and
without noise. Related with the face recognitions traditional algorithms the following
facts worth to notice at different dominant eigenvalues in experiment one and two:
DCT was always the highest one at different eigenvalues in experiment one and two
and ICA is the lowest one. It noticed and highlighted that the accuracy of the DCT
algorithm at different Eigenvalues is the highest value compared to SVM, LDA, PCA
,2DPCA and ICA.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with AlexNet
In this experiment, the CNN model for face recognition has been tested using
AlexNet, which is a popular network architecture for face recognition. The interme-
diate representations through stride convolutions and max-pooling layers in AlexNet
results in very rapid down sampling, which is one of the main characteristics of the
network. The faces of ORL dataset are fed as an input for AlexNet. The accuracy of
CNN using AlexNet architecture has been obtained. It was noticed that the CNN in
all cases is the best algorithm. The accuracy of CNN, all cases in experiment two is
better than of all cases in experimental one, because the CNN Works better when in-
creasing the number of images trained. And we note that it has achieved success and




Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
Face recognition is important in many fields such as image processing, computer
vision, pattern recognition, and neural networks. Therefore, it has received a high
amount of attention in recent years. In face recognition, there are many obstacles
and challenges that make it difficult to reliably find high-speed solutions. One of
these obstacles is image noise, which effects the accuracy of any algorithm for face
recognition.
Nowadays, modern technology has reached new heights in developing new face
recognition algorithms such as neural networks, CNN, AlexNet, etc. to combat noise
previously challenging to early traditional algorithms such as principal component
analysis (PCA), two-dimensional PCA (2D-PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
independent component analysis (ICA), discrete cosine transform (DCT) and support
vector machine (SVM).
In this thesis, the influence of noise on traditional face recognition algorithms
including PCA, 2DPCA, LDA, ICA, and DCT and SVM modem algorithms (con-
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volution neural network (CNN) and AlexNet was introduced. This study gives an
indication for accuracy measurement in each algorithm in case of no noise and case
of adding noise such as Gaussian noise and salt- and-pepper noise. Each algorithm
is evaluated with two experiments, where training in the first experiment used only
one image per person and in the second experiment, five images per person are used.
The investigated traditional algorithms were implemented using Matlab and the deep
learning algorithms were implemented using Python. The two experiment both used
the ORL database, which was specially developed for face recognition. As mentioned
in the thesis objective is to measure the accuracy of traditional and deep learning
algorithms in cases of no noise as well as in the presence of Gaussian noise and/or
salt-and-pepper noise. Deep learning using CNN and AlexNet were the best accuracy
results compared to traditional algorithms. It gives accuracy up to:
• 99% with no noise
• 97% with added Gaussian noise
• 95% with added salt-and-pepper noise.
The last result is nearly identical to the maximum accuracy of traditional algo-
rithms. Based in the two experiment which have conducted using CNN and AlexNet
in this thesis, it was concluded that the CNN is the best and the highest accuracy
compared to traditional algorithms. It recorded accuracy up to 99% which is 1% error
compared to the traditional algorithms. We can say that CNN will be the future of
the face recognition. Traditional algorithms provide good accuracy when there is no
noise present.
The results obtained from both experiments show that the DCT-based algorithm
provides the best accuracy, over 95%, compared to the other five methods when the
percentage of dominant eigenvalues is 92%. The DCT has been determined to be
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the suitable approach in traditional algorithms for face recognition both when no
noise is present or when noise is added, based on this research results. It should
be highlighted that, when changing the eigenvalues, DCT is always the highest one
in accuracy compared to six traditional algorithms. Also, the accuracy of all eight
algorithms is higher in case of added Gaussian noise when compared to salt-and-
pepper noise.
5.2 Future Work
1. we will investigate face recognition problem with deeper network such as VGG16
and other architecture such as inception network.
2. more noises will be added to investigate the robustness of face recognition algo-
rithms such as Speckle noise as well as Gaussian and salt-and-pepper with each
other at the same time.
3. we will use benchmark large-scale and more data cleaning methods such as
whitening. More hyperparameters setting will be investigated to study the effect
of each one on the performance.
4. The comparison of face recognition algorithms metrics such as performance met-
rics, computational time and complexity will be investigated on the future work.
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